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Solutions for Chapter 1

3. Success here depends largely on the ability of one’s search tool to separate out

the chaff. The following are representative examples

Mbone http://antc.uoregon.edu/MBONED/

ATM http://www.mfaforum.org/

MPEG http://www.m4if.org/

IPv6 http://www.ipv6forum.org/

Ethernet http://standards.ieee.org

5. We will count the transfer as completed when the last data bit arrives at its desti-

nation. An alternative interpretation would be to count until the last ACK arrives

back at the sender, in which case the time would be half an RTT (50ms) longer.

(a) 2 initial RTT’s (200ms) + 1000KB/1.5Mbps (transmit) + RTT/2 (propaga-

tion)

! 0.25 + 8Mbit/1.5Mbps = 0.25 + 5.33 sec = 5.58 sec. If we pay more
careful attention to when a mega is 106 versus 220, we get

8,192,000bits/1,500,000bits/sec = 5.46 sec, for a total delay of 5.71 sec.

(b) To the above we add the time for 999 RTTs (the number of RTTs between

when packet 1 arrives and packet 1000 arrives), for a total of 5.71+99.9 =
105.61.

(c) This is 49.5 RTTs, plus the initial 2, for 5.15 seconds.

(d) Right after the handshaking is done we send one packet. One RTT after the

handshaking we send two packets. At n RTTs past the initial handshaking
we have sent 1 + 2 + 4 + · · ·+ 2n = 2n+1 " 1 packets. At n = 9 we have
thus been able to send all 1,000 packets; the last batch arrives 0.5 RTT later.

Total time is 2+9.5 RTTs, or 1.15 sec.

6. The answer is in the book.

7. Propagation delay is 2#103m/(2#108m/sec) = 1#10!5 sec = 10µs. 100 bytes/10µs
is 10 bytes/µs, or 10MB/sec, or 80Mbit/sec. For 512-byte packets, this rises to
409.6Mbit/sec.

8. The answer is in the book.

9. Postal addresses are strongly hierarchical (with a geographical hierarchy, which

network addressing may or may not use). Addresses also provide embedded

“routing information”. Unlike typical network addresses, postal addresses are

long and of variable length and contain a certain amount of redundant informa-

tion. This last attribute makes them more tolerant of minor errors and incon-

sistencies. Telephone numbers are more similar to network addresses (although

phone numbers are nowadays apparently more like network host names than ad-

dresses): they are (geographically) hierarchical, fixed-length, administratively

assigned, and in more-or-less one-to-one correspondence with nodes.
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10. One might want addresses to serve as locators, providing hints as to how data

should be routed. One approach for this is to make addresses hierarchical.

Another property might be administratively assigned, versus, say, the factory-

assigned addresses used by Ethernet. Other address attributes that might be

relevant are fixed-length v. variable-length, and absolute v. relative (like file

names).

If you phone a toll-free number for a large retailer, any of dozens of phones may

answer. Arguably, then, all these phones have the same non-unique “address”. A

more traditional application for non-unique addresses might be for reaching any

of several equivalent servers (or routers).

11. Video or audio teleconference transmissions among a reasonably large number

of widely spread sites would be an excellent candidate: unicast would require a

separate connection between each pair of sites, while broadcast would send far

too much traffic to sites not interested in receiving it.

Trying to reach any of several equivalent servers or routers might be another use

for multicast, although broadcast tends to work acceptably well for things on this

scale.

12. STDM and FDM both work best for channels with constant and uniform band-

width requirements. For both mechanisms bandwidth that goes unused by one

channel is simply wasted, not available to other channels. Computer communi-

cations are bursty and have long idle periods; such usage patterns would magnify

this waste.

FDM and STDM also require that channels be allocated (and, for FDM, be as-

signed bandwidth)well in advance. Again, the connection requirements for com-

puting tend to be too dynamic for this; at the very least, this would pretty much

preclude using one channel per connection.

FDM was preferred historically for TV/radio because it is very simple to build

receivers; it also supports different channel sizes. STDMwas preferred for voice

because it makes somewhat more efficient use of the underlying bandwidth of

the medium, and because channels with different capacities was not originally

an issue.

13. 1 Gbps = 109 bps, meaning each bit is 10!9 sec (1 ns) wide. The length in the

wire of such a bit is 1 ns ! 2.3 ! 108m/sec = 0.23 m

14. x KB is 8 ! 1024! x bits. y Mbps is y ! 106 bps; the transmission time would

be 8 ! 1024 ! x/y ! 106 sec = 8.192x/yms.

15. (a) The minimum RTT is 2 ! 385, 000, 000m / 3!108m/sec = 2.57 sec.

(b) The delay!bandwidth product is 2.57 sec!100Mb/sec = 257Mb = 32MB.
(c) This represents the amount of data the sender can send before it would be

possible to receive a response.
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(d) We require at least one RTT before the picture could begin arriving at the

ground (TCP would take two RTTs). Assuming bandwidth delay only, it

would then take 25MB/100Mbps = 200Mb/100Mbps = 2.0 sec to finish

sending, for a total time of 2.0 + 2.57 = 4.57 sec until the last picture bit
arrives on earth.

16. The answer is in the book.

17. (a) Delay-sensitive; the messages exchanged are short.

(b) Bandwidth-sensitive, particularly for large files. (Technically this does pre-

sume that the underlying protocol uses a largemessage size or window size;

stop-and-wait transmission (as in Section 2.5 of the text) with a small mes-

sage size would be delay-sensitive.)

(c) Delay-sensitive; directories are typically of modest size.

(d) Delay-sensitive; a file’s attributes are typically much smaller than the file

itself (even on NT filesystems).

18. (a) One packet consists of 5000 bits, and so is delayed due to bandwidth 500µs
along each link. The packet is also delayed 10µs on each of the two links
due to propagation delay, for a total of 1020µs.

(b) With three switches and four links, the delay is

4 ! 500µs + 4 ! 10µs = 2.04ms

(c) With cut-through, the switch delays the packet by 200 bits = 20µs. There
is still one 500µs delay waiting for the last bit, and 20µs of propagation
delay, so the total is 540µs. To put it another way, the last bit still arrives
500µs after the first bit; the first bit now faces two link delays and one
switch delay but never has to wait for the last bit along the way. With three

cut-through switches, the total delay would be:

500 + 3 ! 20 + 4 ! 10 = 600 µs

19. The answer is in the book.

20. (a) The effective bandwidth is 10Mbps; the sender can send data steadily at

this rate and the switches simply stream it along the pipeline. We are as-

suming here that no ACKs are sent, and that the switches can keep up and

can buffer at least one packet.

(b) The data packet takes 2.04 ms as in 18(b) above to be delivered; the 400 bit

ACKs take 40µs/link for a total of 4! 40 µs+4! 10 µs = 200µsec = 0.20
ms, for a total RTT of 2.24 ms. 5000 bits in 2.24ms is about 2.2Mbps, or

280KB/sec.

(c) 100 ! 6.5 ! 108 bytes / 12 hours = 6.5 ! 1010 bytes/(12!3600sec) "
1.5MByte/sec = 12Mbit/sec
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21. (a) 1!107bits/sec ! 10!6 sec = 100 bits = 12.5 bytes

(b) The first-bit delay is 520µs through the store-and-forward switch, as in
18(a). 107bits/sec ! 520!10!6 sec = 5200 bits. Alternatively, each link

can hold 100 bits and the switch can hold 5000 bits.

(c) 1.5!106 bits/sec ! 50 ! 10!3 sec = 75,000 bits = 9375 bytes

(d) This was intended to be through a satellite, i.re. between two ground sta-

tions, not to a satellite; this ground-to-ground interpretation makes the

total one-way travel distance 2!35,900,000 meters. With a propagation
speed of c = 3!108 meters/sec, the one-way propagation delay is thus

2!35,900,000/c = 0.24 sec. Bandwidth!delay is thus 1.5 ! 106 bits/sec

! 0.24 sec = 360,000 bits " 45 KBytes

22. (a) Per-link transmit delay is 104 bits / 107 bits/sec = 1000 µs. Total transmis-
sion time = 2 ! 1000 + 2 ! 20 + 35 = 2075 µs.

(b) When sending as two packets, here is a table of times for various events:

T=0 start

T=500 A finishes sending packet 1, starts packet 2

T=520 packet 1 finishes arriving at S

T=555 packet 1 departs for B

T=1000 A finishes sending packet 2

T=1055 packet 2 departs for B

T=1075 bit 1 of packet 2 arrives at B

T=1575 last bit of packet 2 arrives at B

Expressed algebraically, we now have a total of one switch delay and two

link delays; transmit delay is now 500µs:

3 ! 500 + 2 ! 20 + 1 ! 35 = 1575 µs.

Smaller is faster, here.

23. (a) Without compression the total time is 1MB/bandwidth. When we com-
press the file, the total time is

compression time + compressed size/bandwidth

Equating these and rearranging, we get

bandwidth = compression size reduction/compression time

= 0.5MB/1 sec = 0.5MB/sec for the first case,

= 0.6MB/2 sec = 0.3MB/sec for the second case.

(b) Latency doesn’t affect the answer because it would affect the compressed

and uncompressed transmission equally.

24. The number of packets needed,N , is #106/D$, whereD is the packet data size.

Given that overhead = 100!N and loss = D (we have already counted the lost

packet’s header in the overhead), we have overhead+loss = 100!#106/D$+D.
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30. (a) A file server needs lots of peak bandwidth. Latency is relevant only if

it dominates bandwidth; jitter and average bandwidth are inconsequential.

No lost data is acceptable, but without real-time requirements we can sim-

ply retransmit lost data.

(b) A print server needs less bandwidth than a file server (unless images are

extremely large). We may be willing to accept higher latency than (a), also.

(c) A file server is a digital library of a sort, but in general the world wide web

gets along reasonably well with much less peak bandwidth than most file

servers provide.

(d) For instrumentmonitoringwe don’t care about latency or jitter. If data were

continually generated, rather than bursty, we might be concerned mostly

with average bandwidth rather than peak, and if the data really were routine

we might just accept a certain fraction of loss.

(e) For voice we need guaranteed average bandwidth and bounds on latency

and jitter. Some lost data might be acceptable; e.g. resulting in minor

dropouts many seconds apart.

(f) For video we are primarily concernedwith average bandwidth. For the sim-

ple monitoring application here, relatively modest video of Exercise 28(b)

might suffice; we could even go to monochrome (1 bit/pixel), at which

point 160!120!5frames/sec requires 12KB/sec. We could tolerate multi-
second latency delays; the primary restriction is that if the monitoring re-

vealed a need for intervention then we still have time to act. Considerable

loss, even of entire frames, would be acceptable.

(g) Full-scale television requires massive bandwidth. Latency, however, could

be hours. Jitter would be limited only by our capacity absorb the arrival-

time variations by buffering. Some loss would be acceptable, but large

losses would be visually annoying.

31. In STDM the offered timeslices are always the same length, and are wasted if

they are unused by the assigned station. The round-robin access mechanism

would generally give each station only as much time as it needed to transmit,

or none if the station had nothing to send, and so network utilization would be

expected to be much higher.

32. (a) In the absence of any packet losses or duplications, when we are expecting

the N th packet we get the N th packet, and so we can keep track of N
locally at the receiver.

(b) The scheme outlined here is the stop-and-wait algorithm of Section 2.5;

as is indicated there, a header with at least one bit of sequence number is

needed (to distinguish between receiving a new packet and a duplication of

the previous packet).

(c) With out-of-order delivery allowed, packets up to 1 minute apart must be

distinguishable via sequence number. Otherwise a very old packet might
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arrive and be accepted as current. Sequence numbers would have to count

as high as

bandwidth ! 1 minute /packet size

33. In each case we assume the local clock starts at 1000.

(a) Latency: 100. Bandwidth: high enough to read the clock every 1 unit.

1000 1100

1001 1101

1002 1102

1003 1104 tiny bit of jitter: latency = 101

1004 1104

(b) Latency=100; bandwidth: only enough to read the clock every 10 units.

Arrival times fluctuate due to jitter.

1000 1100

1020 1110 latency = 90

1040 1145

1060 1180 latency = 120

1080 1184

(c) Latency = 5; zero jitter here:

1000 1005

1001 1006

1003 1008 we lost 1002

1004 1009

1005 1010

34. Generally, with MAX PENDING =1, one or two connections will be accepted

and queued; that is, the data won’t be delivered to the server. The others will be

ignored; eventually they will time out.

When the first client exits, any queued connections are processed.

36. Note that UDP accepts a packet of data from any source at any time; TCP re-

quires an advance connection. Thus, two clients can now talk simultaneously;

their messages will be interleaved on the server.
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Solutions for Chapter 2

1.
Bits

NRZ

Clock

Manchester

NRZI

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

2. See the figure below.

3. The answer is in the book.

4. One can list all 5-bit sequences and count, but here is another approach: there are

23 sequences that start with 00, and 23 that end with 00. There are two sequences,

00000 and 00100, that do both. Thus, the number that do either is 8+8!2 = 14,
and finally the number that do neither is 32 ! 14 = 18. Thus there would have
been enough 5-bit codes meeting the stronger requirement; however, additional

codes are needed for control sequences.

5. The stuffed bits (zeros) are in bold:

1101 0111 1100 1011 1110 1010 1111 1011 0

6. The ! marks each position where a stuffed 0 bit was removed. There were no

stuffing errors detectable by the receiver; the only such error the receiver could

identify would be seven 1’s in a row.

1101 0111 11!10 1111 1!010 1111 1!110

7. The answer is in the book.

8. ..., DLE, DLE, DLE, ETX, ETX

9. (a) X DLE Y, where X can be anything besides DLE and Y can be anything

except DLE or ETX. In other words, each DLE must be followed by either

DLE or ETX.

(b) 0111 1111.
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10. (a) After 48!8=384 bits we can be off by no more than ±1/2 bit, which is
about 1 part in 800.

(b) One frame is 810 bytes; at STS-1 51.8Mbps speed we are sending 51.8!106/(8!810)
= about 8000 frames/sec, or about 480,000 frames/minute. Thus, if station

B’s clock ran faster than station A’s by one part in 480,000, A would accu-

mulate about one extra frame per minute.

11. Suppose an undetectable three-bit error occurs. The three bad bits must be spread

among one, two, or three rows. If these bits occupy two or three rows, then some

row must have exactly one bad bit, which would be detected by the parity bit for

that row. But if the three bits are all in one row, then that row must again have a

parity error (as must each of the three columns containing the bad bits).

12. If we flip the bits corresponding to the corners of a rectangle in the 2-D layout of

the data, then all parity bits will still be correct. Furthermore, if four bits change

and no error is detected, then the bad bits must form a rectangle: in order for the

error to go undetected, each row and column must have no errors or exactly two

errors.

13. If we know only one bit is bad, then 2-D parity tells us which row and column it

is in, and we can then flip it. If, however, two bits are bad in the same row, then

the row parity remains correct, and all we can identify is the columns in which

the bad bits occur.

14. We need to show that the 1’s-complement sum of two non-0x0000 numbers

is non-0x0000. If no unsigned overflow occurs, then the sum is just the 2’s-

complement sum and can’t be 0000 without overflow; in the absence of overflow,

addition is monotonic. If overflow occurs, then the result is at least 0x0000 plus

the addition of a carry bit, i.e. "0x0001.

15. Let’s define swap([A,B]) = [B,A], where A and B are one byte each. We only

need to show [A, B] +’ [C, D] = swap([B, A] +’ [D, C]). If both (A+C) and

(B+D) have no carry, the equation obviously holds.

If A+C has a carry and B+D+1 does not,

[A, B] +’ [C, D] = [(A+C) & 0xEF, B+D+1]

swap([B, A] +’ [D, C]) = swap([B+D+1, (A+C) & 0xEF]) = [(A+C)

& 0xEF, B+D+1]

(The case where B+D+1 has also a carry is similar to the last case.)

If B+D has a carry, and A+C+1 does not,

[A, B] +’ [C, D] = [A+C+1, (B+D) & 0xEF].

swap([B, A] +’ [D, C]) = swap([(B+D) & 0xEF, A+C+1]) = [A+C+1,

(B+D) & 0xEF].

10
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carry(a, b) = 1, we get [a, b] +1 [c, d] = [a +2 b +2 1, 0] and adding halves
again leads to a +1 b.

Now suppose a +2 c = 0xFFFF. If carry(b, d) = 1 then b +2 d != 0xFFFF
and we have [a, b] +1 [c, d] = [0, b +2 d +2 1] and folding gives b +1 d. The
carry(b, d) = 0 case is similar.

Alternatively, we may adopt a more algebraic approach. We may treat a buffer

consisting of n-bit blocks as a large number written in base 2n. The numeric

value of this buffer is congruent mod (2n"1) to the (exact) sum of the “digits”,
that is to the exact sum of the blocks. If this latter sum has more than n bits, we
can repeat the process. We end up with the n-bit 1’s-complement sum, which is
thus the remainder upon dividing the original number by 2n " 1.

Let b be the value of the original buffer. The 32-bit checksum is thus b mod 232"
1. If we fold the upper and lower halves, we get (b mod (232"1)) mod (216"1),
and, because 232 " 1 is divisible by 216 " 1, this is b mod (216 " 1), the 16-bit
checksum.

18. (a) We take the message 11001001, append 000 to it, and divide by 1001.

The remainder is 011; what we transmit is the original message with this

remainder appended, or 1100 1001 011.

(b) Inverting the first bit gives 0100 1001 011; dividing by 1001 (x3 + 1) gives
a quotient of 0100 0001 and a remainder of 10.

19. The answer is in the book.

20. (b) p q C#q
000 000 000 000

001 001 001 101

010 011 010 111

011 010 011 010

100 111 100 011

101 110 101 110

110 100 110 100

111 101 111 001

(c) The bold entries 101 (in the dividend), 110 (in the quotient), and 101 110

in the body of the long division here correspond to the bold row of the

preceding table.

110 101 011 100

1101 101 001 011 001 100

101 110

111 011

111 001

010 001

010 111

110 100

110 100

0
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21. (a) M has eight elements; there are only four values for e, so there must bem1

andm2 inM with e(m1) = e(m2). Now ifm1 is transmuted intom2 by a

two-bit error, then the error-code e cannot detect this.

(b) For a crude estimate, letM be the set ofN -bit messages with four 1’s, and
all the rest zeros. The size of M is (N choose 4) = N !/(4!(N ! 4)!).
Any element of M can be transmuted into any other by an 8-bit error. If

we take N large enough that the size of M is bigger than 232, then as in

part (a) there must for any 32-bit error code function e(m) be elements
m1 and m2 of M with e(m1) = e(m2). To find a sufficiently large N ,
we note N !/(4!(N ! 4)!) > (N ! 3)4/24; it thus suffices to find N so

(N ! 3)4 > 24 " 232 # 1011. N # 600 works. Considerably smaller
estimates are possible.

22. Assume a NAK is sent only when an out-of-order packet arrives. The receiver

must now maintain a RESEND NAK timer in case the NAK, or the packed it

NAK’ed, is lost.

Unfortunately, if the sender sends a packet and is then idle for a while, and this

packet is lost, the receiver has no way of noticing the loss. Either the sender

must maintain a timeout anyway, requiring ACKs, or else some zero-data filler

packets must be sent during idle times. Both are burdensome.

Finally, at the end of the transmission a strict NAK-only strategy would leave the

sender unsure about whether any packets got through. A final out-of-order filler

packet, however, might solve this.

23. (a) Propagation delay = 20 " 103 m/(2 " 108 m/sec) = 100µs.

(b) The roundtrip time would be about 200µs. A plausible timeout time would
be twice this, or 0.4ms. Smaller values (but larger than 0.2ms!) might

be reasonable, depending on the amount of variation in actual RTTs. See

Section 5.2.5 of the text.

(c) The propagation-delay calculation does not consider processing delays that

may be introduced by the remote node; it may not be able to answer imme-

diately.

24. Bandwidth"(roundtrip)delay is about 125KB/sec" 2.5 sec, or 312 packets. The
window size should be this large; the sequence number space must cover twice

this range, or up to 624. 10 bits are needed.

25. The answer is in the book.

26. If the receiver delays sending an ACK until buffer space is available, it risks de-

laying so long that the sender times out unnecessarily and retransmits the frame.

27. For Fig 2.19(b) (lost frame), there are no changes from the diagram in the text.

The next two figures correspond to the text’s Fig 2.19(c) and (d); (c) shows a

lost ACK and (d) shows an early timeout. For (c), the receiver timeout is shown
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before ACK[N] can arrive later. As before, we let ACK[N] denote the acknowl-

edgment of all data packets less than N.

(a) If DATA[6] is in the receive window, then the earliest that window can be

is DATA[4]-DATA[6]. This in turn implies ACK[4] was sent, and thus that

DATA[1]-DATA[3] were received, and thus that DATA[0], by our initial

remark, can no longer arrive.

(b) If ACK[6] may be sent, then the lowest the sending window can be is

DATA[3]..DATA[5]. This means that ACK[3] must have been received.

Once an ACK is received, no smaller ACK can ever be received later.

35. (a) The smallest working value forMaxSeqNum is 8. It suffices to show that

if DATA[8] is in the receive window, then DATA[0] can no longer arrive at

the receiver. We have that DATA[8] in receive window

! the earliest possible receive window is DATA[6]..DATA[8]

! ACK[6] has been received

! DATA[5] was delivered.

But because SWS=5, all DATA[0]’s sent were sent before DATA[5]

! by the no-out-of-order arrival hypothesis, DATA[0] can no longer arrive.

(b) We show that ifMaxSeqNum=7, then the receiver can be expectingDATA[7]

and an old DATA[0] can still arrive. Because 7 and 0 are indistinguishable

mod MaxSeqNum, the receiver cannot tell which actually arrived. We

follow the strategy of Exercise 27.

1. Sender sends DATA[0]...DATA[4]. All arrive.

2. Receiver sends ACK[5] in response, but it is slow. The receive window

is now DATA[5]..DATA[7].

3. Sender times out and retransmits DATA[0]. The receiver accepts it as

DATA[7].

(c) MaxSeqNum " SWS + RWS.

36. (a) Note that this is the canonical SWS = bandwidth#delay case, with RTT =
4 sec. In the following we list the progress of one particular packet. At any

given instant, there are four packets outstanding in various states.

T=N Data[N] leaves A

T=N+1 Data[N] arrives at R

T=N+2 Data[N] arrives at B; ACK[N] leaves

T=N+3 ACK[N] arrives at R

T=N+4 ACK[N] arrives at A; DATA[N+4] leaves.

Here is a specific timeline showing all packets in progress:

T=0 Data[0]...Data[3] ready; Data[0] sent

T=1 Data[0] arrives at R; Data[1] sent

T=2 Data[0] arrives at B; ACK[0] starts back; Data[2] sent

T=3 ACK[0] arrives at R; Data[3] sent

T=4 ACK[0] arrives at A; Data[4] sent

T=5 ACK[1] arrives at A; Data[5] sent ...
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40. Hosts sharing the same address will be considered to be the same host by all

other hosts. Unless the conflicting hosts coordinate the activities of their higher

level protocols, it is likely that higher level protocol messages with otherwise

identical demux information from both hosts will be interleaved and result in

communication breakdown.

41. One-way delays:

Coax: 1500m 6.49 µs
link: 1000m 5.13 µs
repeaters two 1.20 µs
transceivers six 1.20 µs

(two for each repeater,

one for each station)

drop cable 6!50m 1.54 µs
Total: 15.56 µs

The roundtrip delay is thus about 31.1 µs, or 311 bits. The “official” total is
464 bits, which when extended by 48 bits of jam signal exactly accounts for the

512-bit minimum packet size.

The 1982 Digital-Intel-Xerox specification presents a delay budget (page 62 of

that document) that totals 463.8 bit-times, leaving 20 nanoseconds for unforeseen

contingencies.

42. A station must not only detect a remote signal, but for collision detection it must

detect a remote signal while it itself is transmitting. This requires much higher

remote-signal intensity.

43. (a) Assuming 48 bits of jam signal was still used, the minimum packet size

would be 4640+48 bits = 586 bytes.

(b) This packet size is considerably larger than many higher-level packet sizes,

resulting in considerable wasted bandwidth.

(c) The minimum packet size could be smaller if maximum collision domain

diameter were reduced, and if sundry other tolerances were tightened up.

44. (a) A can choose kA=0 or 1; B can choose kB=0,1,2,3. A wins outright if

(kA, kB) is among (0,1), (0,2), (0,3), (1,2), (1,3); there is a 5/8 chance of
this.

(b) Now we have kB among 0...7. If kA=0, there are 7 choices for kB that

have A win; if kA=1 then there are 6 choices. All told the probability of

A’s winning outright is 13/16.

(c) P(winning race 1) = 5/8>1/2 and P(winning race 2) = 13/16>3/4; general-
izing, we assume the odds of A winning the ith race exceed (1 " 1/2i!1).
We now have that

P(A wins every race given that it wins races 1-3)

# (1 " 1/8)(1" 1/16)(1" 1/32)(1" 1/64)....
$ 3/4.
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(d) B gives up on it, and starts over with B2.

45. (a) If A succeeds in sending a packet, B will get the next chance. If A and B

are the only hosts contending for the channel, then even a wait of a fraction

of a slot time would be enough to ensure alternation.

(b) Let A and B and C be contending for a chance to transmit. We suppose the

following: A wins the first race, and so for the second race it defers to B

and C for two slot times. B and C collide initially; we suppose B wins the

channel from C one slot time later (when A is still deferring). When B now

finishes its transmission we have the third race for the channel. B defers

for this race; let us suppose A wins. Similarly, A defers for the fourth race,

but B wins.

At this point, the backoff range for C is quite high; A and B however are

each quickly successful – typically on their second attempt – and so their

backoff ranges remain bounded by one or two slot times. As each defers to

the other for this amount of time after a successful transmission, there is a

strong probability that if we get to this point they will continue to alternate

until C finally gives up.

(c) We might increase the backoff range given a decaying average of A’s recent

success rate.

46. If the hosts are not perfectly synchronized the preamble of the colliding packet

will interrupt clock recovery.

47. Here is one possible solution; many, of course, are possible. The probability of

four collisions appears to be quite low. Events are listed in order of occurrence.

A attempts to transmit; discovers line is busy and waits.

B attempts to transmit; discovers line is busy and waits.

C attempts to transmit; discovers line is busy and waits.

D finishes; A, B, and C all detect this, and attempt to transmit, and collide.

A chooses kA=1, B chooses kB=1, and C chooses kC=1.

One slot time later A, B, and C all attempt to retransmit, and again collide.

A chooses kA=2, B chooses kB=3, and C chooses kC=1.

One slot time later C attempts to transmit, and succeeds. While it transmits,

A and B both attempt to retransmit but discover the line is busy and wait.

C finishes; A and B attempt to retransmit and a third collision occurs. A

and B back off and (since we require a fourth collision) once again happen

to choose the same k < 8.

A and B collide for the fourth time; this time A chooses kA=15 and B

chooses kB=14.

14 slot times later, B transmits. While B is transmitting, A attempts to

transmit but sees the line is busy, and waits for B to finish.
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an efficiency of 2000/(2000+200) = 91%. Note that, because the time needed to

transmit a packet exceeds the ring latency, immediate and delayed release here

are the same.

At 100Mbps it takes 82 µs to send a packet. A single host would send for 82 µs,
then wait a total of 200 µs from the start time for the packet to come round,

then release the token and wait another 200 µs for the token to come back. Effi-
ciency is thus 82/400 = 20%. With many hosts, each station would transmit about

200 µs apart, due to the wait for the delayed token release, for an efficiency of
82/200! 40%.

58. It takes a host 82 µs to send a packet. With immediate release, it sends a token
upon completion; the earliest it can then transmit again is 200 µs later, when the
token has completed a circuit. The station can thus transmit at most 82/282 =

29% of the time, for an effective bandwidth of 29Mbps.

With delayed release, the sender waits 200 µs after beginning the transmission
for the beginning of the frame to come around again; at this point the sender

sends the token. The token takes another 200 µs to travel around before the
original station could transmit again (assuming no other stations transmit). This

yields an efficiency of 82/400 = 20%.

59. (a) 350 " 30 = 320 µs is available for frame transmission, or 32,000 bits, or
4KBytes. Divided among 10 stations this is 400 bytes each. (FDDI in fact

lets stations with synchronous traffic divide up the allotments unequally,

according to need.)

(b) Here is a timeline, in which the latency between A,B,C is ignored. B trans-

mits at T=0; the timeline goes back to T="300 to allow TRTmeasurement.

T="300 Token passes A,B,C

T=0 Token passes A; B seizes it

T=200 B finishes and releases token; C sees it

C’smeasured TRT is 500, too big to transmit.

T=500 Token returns to A,B,C

A’smeasured TRT: 500

B’smeasured TRT: 500

C’smeasured TRT: 300

C may transmit next as its measured TRT < TTRT = 350. If all stations

need to send, then this right to transmit will propagate round-robin down

the ring.

60. In a buffer insertion ring, a node can transmit its own frames whenever it has no

other frames to forward. If a frame arrives while the node is transmitting its own

frame, then the node temporarily buffers that frame.

61. This is the case in the hidden node problem, illustrated in Figure 2.41, in which

A interferes with C’s communication to B, and C interferes with A’s communi-

cation to B.
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12. There is no guarantee that data sent along the circuit won’t catch up to and pass

the process establishing the connections, so, yes, data should not be sent until

the path is complete.

13.
A

B

C

D

E F

G H

I

J

B7

B1

B2

B5

B3

B4 B6

14. The answer is in the book.

15. When A sends to C, all bridges see the packet and learn where A is. However,

when C then sends to A, the packet is routed directly to A and B4 does not learn

where C is. Similarly, when D sends to C, the packet is routed by B2 towards B3

only, and B1 does not learn where D is.

B1: A-interface: A B2-interface: C (not D)

B2: B1-interface: A B3-interface: C B4-interface: D

B3: B2-interface: A,D C-interface: C

B4: B2-interface: A (not C) D-interface: D

16. The answer is in the book.

17. (a) When X sends to Z the packet is forwarded on all links; all bridges learn

where X is. Y’s network interface would see this packet.

(b) When Z sends to X, all bridges already know where X is, so each bridge

forwards the packet only on the link towards X, that is, B3!B2!B1!X.
Since the packet traverses all bridges, all bridges learn where Z is. Y’s

network interface would not see the packet as B2 would only forward it on

the B1 link.
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(c) When Y sends to X, B2 would forward the packet to B1, which in turn

forwards it to X. Bridges B2 and B1 thus learn where Y is. B3 and Z never

see the packet.

(d) When Z sends to Y, B3 does not know where Y is, and so retransmits on all

links; W’s network interface would thus see the packet. When the packet

arrives at B2, though, it is retransmitted only to Y (and not to B1) as B2

does know where Y is from step (c). All bridges already knew where Z

was, from step (b).

18. B1 will be the root; B2 and B3 each have two equal length paths (along their

upward link and along their downward link) to B1. They will each, indepen-

dently, select one of these vertical links to use (perhaps preferring the interface

by which they first heard from B1), and disable the other. There are thus four

possible solutions.

19. (a) The packet will circle endlessly, in both theM!B2!L!B1 andM!B1!L!B2
directions.

(b) Initially we (potentially) have four packets: one from M clockwise, one

from M counterclockwise, and a similar pair from L.

Suppose a packet from L arrives at an interface to a bridge Bi, followed

immediately via the same interface by a packet from M. As the first packet

arrives, the bridge adds "L,arrival-interface# to the table (or, more likely,
updates an existing entry for L). When the second packet arrives, addressed

to L, the bridge then decides not to forward it, because it arrived from the

interface recorded in the table as pointing towards the destination, and so it

dies.

Because of this, we expect that in the long run only one of the pair of pack-

ets traveling in the same direction will survive. We may end up with two

from M, two from L, or one from M and one from L. A specific scenario

for the latter is as follows, where the bridges’ interfaces are denoted “top”

and “bottom”:

1. L sends to B1 and B2; both place "L,top# in their table. B1 already has
the packet from M in the queue for the top interface; B2 this packet in the

queue for the bottom.

2. B1 sends the packet from M to B2 via the top interface. Since the

destination is L and "L,top# is in B2’s table, it is dropped.
3. B2 sends the packet from M to B1 via the bottom interface, so B1

updates its table entry for M to "M,bottom#
4. B2 sends the packet from L to B1 via the bottom interface, causing it to

be dropped.

The packet fromM now circulates counterclockwise, while the packet from

L circulates clockwise.

20. (a) In this case the packet would never be forwarded; as it arrived from a given

interface the bridge would first record "M,interface# in its table and then
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Solutions for Chapter 4

1. IP addresses include the network/subnet, so that interfaces on different networks

must have different network portions of the address. Alternatively, addresses

include location information and different interfaces are at different locations,

topologically.

Point-to-point interfaces can be assigned a duplicate address (or no address) be-

cause the other endpoint of the link doesn’t use the address to reach the interface;

it just sends. Such interfaces, however, cannot be addressed by any other host

in the network. See also RFC1812, section 2.2.7, page 25, on “unnumbered

point-to-point links”.

2. The IPv4 header allocates only 13 bits to the Offset field, but a packet’s length

can be up to 216 ! 1. In order to support fragmentation of a maximum-sized
packet, we must count offsets in multiples of 216!13 = 23 bytes.

The only concerns with counting fragmentation offsets in 8-byte units are that we

would waste space on a network with MTU = 8n + 7 bytes, or that alignment
on 8-byte boundaries would prove inconvenient. 8-byte chunks are small enough

that neither of these is a significant concern.

3. All 0’s or 1’s over the entire packet will change the Version and HLen fields,

resulting in non-IPv4 packets.

4. Consider the first network. Packets have room for 1024 ! 14 ! 20 = 990 bytes
of IP-level data; because 990 is not a multiple of 8 each fragment can contain at

most 8 " #990/8$ = 984 bytes. We need to transfer 2048 + 20 = 2068 bytes of
such data. This would be fragmented into fragments of size 984, 984, and 100.

Over the second network (which by the way has an illegally small MTU for

IP), the 100-byte packet would be unfragmented but the 984-data-byte packet

would be fragmented as follows. The network+IP headers total 28 bytes, leaving

512 ! 28 = 484 bytes for IP-level data. Again rounding down to the nearest
multiple of 8, each fragment could contain 480 bytes of IP-level data. 984 bytes

of such data would become fragments with data sizes 480, 480, and 24.

5. The answer is in the book.

6. (a) The probability of losing both transmissions of the packet would be 0.1"0.1
= 0.01.

(b) The probability of loss is now the probability that for some pair of identical

fragments, both are lost. For any particular fragment the probability of

losing both instances is 0.01 " 0.01 = 10!4, and the probability that this

happens at least once for the 10 different fragments is thus about 10 times

this, or 0.001.

(c) An implementation might (though generally most do not) use the same

value for Ident when a packet had to be retransmitted. If the retransmis-

sion timeout was less than the reassembly timeout, this might mean that

39
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case (b) applied and that a received packet might contain fragments from

each transmission.

7. M offset bytes data source

1 0 360 1st original fragment

1 360 152 1st original fragment

1 512 360 2nd original fragment

1 872 152 2nd original fragment

1 1024 360 3rd original fragment

0 1384 16 3rd original fragment

If fragmentation had been done originally for this MTU, there would be four

fragments. The first three would have 360 bytes each; the last would have 320

bytes.

8. The Ident field is 16 bits, so we can send 576 ! 216 bytes per 60 seconds, or

about 5Mbps. If we send more than this, then fragments of one packet could

conceivably have the same Ident value as fragments of another packet.

9. TCP/IP moves the error-detection field to the transport layer; the IP header

checksum doesn’t cover data and hence isn’t really an analogue of CRC-10. Sim-

ilarly, because ATM fragments must be received in sequence there is no need for

an analogue of IP’s Offset field.

Btag/Etag Prevents frags of different PDUs from running together, like Ident

BAsize No direct analogue; not applicable to IP

Len Length of original PDU; no IP analogue

Type corresponds more or less to IP Flags

SEQ no analogue; IP accepts out-of-order delivery

MID no analogue; MID permits multiple packets on one VC

Length the size of this fragment, like IP Length field

10. IPv4 effectively requires that, if reassembly is to be done at the downstream

router, then it be done at the link layer, and will be transparent to IPv4. IP-layer

fragmentation is only done when such link-layer fragmentation isn’t practical,

in which case IP-layer reassembly might be expected to be even less practical,

given how busy routers tend to be. See RFC791, page 23.

IPv6 uses link-layer fragmentation exclusively; experience had by then estab-

lished reasonable MTU values, and also illuminated the performance problems

of IPv4-style fragmentation. (TCP path-MTUdiscovery is also mandatory,which

means the sender always knows just how large TCP segments can be to avoid

fragmentation.)

Whether or not link-layer fragmentation is feasible appears to depend on the

nature of the link; neither version of IP therefore requires it.

11. If the timeout value is too small, we clutter the network with unnecessary re-

requests, and halt transmission until the re-request is answered.
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When a host’s Ethernet address changes, eg because of a card replacement, then

that host is unreachable to others that still have the old Ethernet address in their

ARP cache. 10-15 minutes is a plausible minimal amount of time required to

shut down a host, swap its Ethernet card, and reboot.

While self-ARP (described in the following exercise) is arguably a better solu-

tion to the problem of a too-long ARP timeout, coupled with having other hosts

update their caches whenever they see an ARP query from a host already in the

cache, these features were not always universally implemented. A reasonable

upper bound on the ARP cache timeout is thus necessary as a backup.

12. The answer is no in practice, but yes in theory. MAC address is statically as-

signed to each hardware. ARP mapping enables indirection from IP addresses

to the hardware MAC addresses. This allows IP addresses to be dynamically

reallocated when the hardware moves to the different network. So using MAC

addresses as IP addresses would mean that we would have to use static IP ad-

dresses.

Since the Internet routing takes advantage of address space hierarchy (use higher

bits for network addresses and lower bits for host addresses), if we would have

to use static IP addresses, the routing would be much less efficient. Therefore

this design is practically not feasible.

13. After B broadcasts any ARP query, all stations that had been sending to A’s phys-

ical address will switch to sending to B’s. A will see a sudden halt to all arriving

traffic. (To guard against this, A might monitor for ARP broadcasts purportedly

coming from itself; A might even immediately follow such broadcasts with its

own ARP broadcast in order to return its traffic to itself. It is not clear, however,

how often this is done.)

If B uses self-ARP on startup, it will receive a reply indicating that its IP address

is already in use, which is a clear indication that B should not continue on the

network until the issue is resolved.

14. (a) If multiple packets after the first arrive at the IP layer for outbound delivery,

but before the first ARP response comes back, then we send out multiple

unnecessary ARP packets. Not only do these consume bandwidth, but,

because they are broadcast, they interrupt every host and propagate across

bridges.

(b) We should maintain a list of currently outstanding ARP queries. Before

sending a query, we first check this list. We also might now retransmit

queries on the list after a suitable timeout.

(c) This might, among other things, lead to frequent and excessive packet loss

at the beginning of new connections.
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(b) Applying subnet mask 255.255.255.128, we get 128.96.40.0. Use R2 as
the next hop.

(c) All subnet masks give 128.96.40.128 as the subnet number. Since there is
no match, use the default entry. Next hop is R4.

(d) Next hop is R3.

(e) None of the subnet number entries match, hence use default router R4.

22. The answer is in the book.

23. (a) A necessary and sufficient condition for the routing loop to form is that B

reports to A the networks B believes it can currently reach, after A discov-

ers the problem with the A—E link, but before A has communicated to B

that A no longer can reach E.

(b) At the instant that A discovers the A—E failure, there is a 50% chance that

the next report will be B’s and a 50% chance that the next report will be

A’s. If it is A’s, the loop will not form; if it is B’s, it will.

(c) At the instant A discovers the A—E failure, let t be the time until B’s next
broadcast. t is equally likely to occur anywhere in the interval 0 ! t ! 60.
The event of a loop forming is the same as the event that B broadcasts first,

which is the event that t < 1.0 sec; the probability of this is 1/60.

24. Denote the act of A’s sending an update to B about E by A"B. Any initial
number of B"C or C"B updates don’t change E entries. By split horizon,
B"A and C"A are disallowed. Since we have assumed A reports to B before
C, the first relevant report must be A"B. This makes C the sole believer in
reachability of E; C’s table entry for E remains (E,2,A).

At this point legal and relevant updates are A"C, C"B, and B"C; A#B ex-
changes don’t change E entries and C"A is disallowed by split horizon. If A"C
or B"C the loop formation is halted, so we require C"B. Now C’s table has
(E,2,A) and B’s has (E,3,C); we have two believers.

The relevant possibilities now are B"A, or A"C. If B"A, then A’s table has
(E,4,C) and the loop is complete. If A"C, then B becomes the sole believer.
The only relevant update at that point not putting an end to belief in E is B"A,
which then makes A a believer as well.

At this point, exchange A"C would then form the loop. On the other hand,

C"B would leave A the sole believer. As things progress, we could either
(a) form a loop at some point,

(b) eliminate all belief in E at some point, or

(c) have sole-believer status migrate around the loop, C$B$A$C$ · · ·,
alternating with the dual-believer situation.

25. (a) The book already explains how poison reverse is not needed when F-G

fails. When the A-E link fails, the following sequence (or something sim-

ilarly bad) may happen depending on the timing, whether or not poison

reverse is used.


